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Hoda Elsadda Oral History Content Summary  

 

Track 1 [07:29] [Session One: 29 June 2018]  

 

Hoda Elsadda [HE]  Born in Cairo, Egypt. Describes happy childhood in middle class 

family, one brother, father Professor of Law at Cairo University, mother active in 

charity work. Mentions travelling to Beirut as teenager, study of Arabic and English, 

love of literature, becoming feminist through feminist literature and women’s 

readings in both languages. Attendance of Department of English, Cairo University. 

Discovery of work of Edward Said in 1979, raising many questions, making 

connection between feminization of the other, patriarchal society’s interpretation of 

feminine qualities as the weaker link, presentation of the West as rational, the East as 

irrational, men as rational, women as irrational. Favourite authors Latifa Zayyat, 

Radwa Ashour. Comments on influence of reading leading to involvement in 

women’s rights groups. [06:12] Discusses portrayal of women, with example of 

protagonist of Latifa Zayyat’s ‘The Open Door’, correlation made between national 

independence and women’s independence, different in reality where women have to 

fight for their rights regardless. [pause] 

 

Track 2 [03:22] [Session continued]  

 

Mentions marriage, two children, gaining PhD, becoming teacher at Cairo University, 

Egypt. Awareness of lack of material on women to develop discussion on women’s 

rights, in contrast to material available to support male superiority. HE’s interest in 

production of alternative knowledge developed with colleague, 1992, leading to 

publishing first journal on Women’s Studies in Arabic, producing six issues 1992-

1996 without support of academic institution, gaining interest of women academic 

writers ready for different style. Describes important moment in life when asked to 

join task force preparing for NGO Forum at United Nations Conference on Population 

and Development in Cairo, 1994 (ICPD). [interrupted] 

 

 

Track 3 [09:13] [Session continued]  

 

Describes importance of ICPD in Egypt and Arab world. Describes experience in task 

force led by Aziza Assin, team decision to focus on issue of personal status laws, 

family laws unchanged in spite of 1956 Law granting women social and economic 

rights. Explains on going status of women in public sphere with right to work and 

gain position but subordinate to male members within family, personal status laws in 

Egypt as synonymous with religion, proposed change deemed as attack on religion. 

Decision to change marriage contract taking inspiration from Iranian marriage 

contract, allowing negotiation of conditions before signing. [04:40] Describes 

proposal and success of associated country-wide mobilization and advocacy 

campaign, contract as advocacy tool. Campaign siting Iranian contract and Pakistani 

contract, precedents from Islamic history where women negotiated their contracts. 

Achievement of Contract six years later, in 2000. Describes detail of khula, no-fault-

divorce marriage introduced at same time. Describes ICPD as interesting moment, 

exchanging experiences with women worldwide, important issues finally discussed. 

Describes media campaign attacking feminists at Forum, providing motivation and 

affirmation of HE’s ideas for production of alternative knowledge. Describes impact 
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of campaign tour in different governorates illustrating that people change minds once 

have information, prejudice against women coming from misinformation. Need for 

information to be influential therefore formula of power of information and power of 

authority. [pause] 

 

Track 4 [16:06] [Session continued]  

 

Founding of research group, The Women and Memory Forum (WMF) with 

academics, development practitioners, women’s rights activists, 1995, with aim of re-

reading Arab cultural history from gender sensitive perspective. Describes starting as 

five women, growing to large numbers over years. Detail of research questions 

tackled. Mentions Aisha al-Taymuriyya, Malak Hifni Nasif, Qasim Amin. Describes 

republishing of works discovered, foregrounding women’s cultural achievement and 

holding associated conferences. Detail of Malak Hifni Nasif’s pioneering work and 

philosophy on veil, Arab women’s renaissance. Discovery of manuscript of 

Nabawiyya Musa’s memoirs in “downtrodden” library. [04:30] Describes project 

revisiting Arab folktales, Sit al-Husn wa al-gamal,  al-Shater Hassan, playing with 

gender roles and writing feminist stories. Compares to Angela Carter’s rewriting of 

Blue Beard. Describes process, in workshops of 15 involving discussion and 

individual writing, creating volume of gender sensitive new work, and a storytelling 

group, leading to performance of stories to evaluate perspective. Mentions prominent 

feminist critic Nehad Selaiha calling it, “The birth of a new women’s theatre” leading 

to widespread performance in theatres, becoming trademark of WMF. Discusses 

negative criticism received with idea of stories as fixed rather than understanding that 

oral tradition, changing with geography and history. Discusses finding middles class 

most inhibited, rejecting anything upsetting status quo, working classes most 

receptive. Comments on middle classes as “guardians of morality”. [10:50] Creation 

of oral history archive, interviewing 100 pioneering women who entered professions 

in modern period. Mentions Kawkab Hifni Nasif. Describes evolution of collection 

with digital technology. Creation of specialized library in Women and gender Studies, 

in Arabic, including material from Tunis and Maghreb, no circulation of books 

otherwise available, commenting that no Arab Amazon. Describes housing private 

collections of women, collection of Widad Mitry digitized.  

 

Track 5 [02:53] [Session continued]  

 

Discusses difficulty in measuring influence, but changing times, International 

Women’s Day and Egyptian Women’s Day 16 March, media focus on role models of 

past with use of WMF material, name of Malak Hifni Nasif now easily recognised. 

Describes presence of pioneering women in elementary school texts. Idea of 

acknowledgement of gender at university unthinkable when first started in 1990s, 

now women’s centres within national universities collaborating with expertise from 

WMF. Begins discussion on first use of term ‘gender’ in UN circles in 1994 for 

ICPD, then mistranslated and perceived negatively at time. [interrupted] 

 

Track 6 [34:55] [Session continued]  

 

Discusses clearer understanding and use of term ‘gender’ today with specialised 

meaning for specialists, though Gender Studies still mistakenly assumed as Women’s 

Studies. Mentions Feminism still “frowned upon”, misperception of feminists. 
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Discusses MeToo movement, describing MeToo movement in Egypt pre-2011, 

Egyptian Revolution, 2010 opening new political spaces, enabling discussion of 

previously taboo issues. Describes Violence Against Women in Egyptian context, 

escalation of sexual assaults during Revolution employed as tactic against and 

symptom of absence of Police interest. Describes monitoring by women’s rights 

groups and detail of steps taken to counter violence, interventionist groups acting on 

many levels. Critical moment when women went on live television to talk about 

experiences, breaking taboo and becoming topic of serious media discussion. [05:06] 

HE part of group drawing up anti-sexual harassment policy at Cairo University with 

advocacy campaign, first in national university, 2014. Law criminalising sexual 

harassment passed end of same year. Topic no longer taboo today, anti-sexual 

harassment units in every police station, HE viewing as one of successes of 

Revolution. Comments that all classes of women in Egypt were involved in the 

movement pre-MeToo. Describes other changes witnessed in the women’s movement 

since first engagement giving background of anomalies in Egypt, over 30 per cent of 

families supported by women with higher number contributing to household income, 

not housewives. No discrimination against women in jobs since 1956, or in pay as in 

United States of America (USA). Explains that the State major employer, pay not 

negotiated, that in national universities appointments made on strength of exams, 

without interview, therefore number of female staff members is proportionate to the 

ratio between male and female students, remarking that system not found in any 

European or American university. Glass ceiling for women in Egypt in academia 

deanships and presidents of universities, which are political appointments. Many 

women engineers and doctors. [10:23] Discrimination against women found in 

personal status laws, the worst being issue of guardianship. Explains detail of Law, 

comparing to Morocco. Describes marriage laws as problematic, women made to give 

up financial rights. [12:37] Discusses events of 2011 in Egypt, beginning with 

background of HE’s position as Professor of Contemporary Arab World Studies at 

University of Manchester, United Kingdom (UK), 2005, resigning as events unfolded 

in 2011. Witness to “Legendary 18 days’ leading to Hosni Mubarak’s, part of largest 

demonstration in Cairo, Egypt, on 28 January 2011. [15:20] Describes feeling that had 

been working towards this, change, democratic governance, all life. Joining political 

party, becoming Vice-President of Egyptian Social Democratic Party. Describes 

joining every initiative, forming coalition of feminist organisations. HE involved in 

writing of two constitutions, fighting and rejecting clauses proposed in first by 

Islamist majority. Describes tense period, organizing street protests and activities to 

counteract, working with communities. Removal of Mohamed Morsi with 2013 

uprising. HE’s appointment to 50-person entrusted to write new constitution. 

Describes “huge responsibility” during time of great division in Egypt. Describes 

involvement of numerous interests groups pursuant of protective articles in 

Constitution. Women’s groups and human rights groups then still influential and 

active at forefront, with access to media. Achievement of draft acknowledged as very 

good Chapter on Rights and Freedoms.  [19:45] Describes battles fought and won, 

Article 11, Women’s Article on equality between men and women and committing 

State to combatting Violence Against Women, laying ground for Anti-Sexual 

Harassment Law, to ensuring representation of women, women appointed in top 

positions including Judiciary, historically antagonistic to women. Compares 

percentage of women judges to Algeria where 50 per cent. Discusses further articles 

safeguarding social, economic and political rights, some not to date implemented but 

in Constitution. Describes atmosphere of hope, that threshold of despotism and 
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authoritarian rule crossed. Describes process of Committee receiving ideas put 

forward by interest groups, Outreach, a second committee assigned to meeting 

groups, HE Coordinator of Rights and Freedoms Committee, Chapter written in 

negotiation with expert non-governmental organisations (NGOs), many ideas 

originally proposed by civil society initiatives. Gives examples. [24:50] Expresses 

content with 70-80 per cent of Constitution in spite of absence of many articles hoped 

for. Discusses attitudes of men, things that have changes and have stayed the same. 

Reflects on start of WMF friends’ bewildered responses, not believing project could 

work, that people would fund when history, now that established providing hope for 

other things. Reflects similarly on Revolution, marveling that happened, on 

Legendary 18 days that brought out best in people, barriers lifted, proving that people 

can rise to situation. [30:08] Describes experience as Board Member of Global Fund 

For Women, international experiences providing perspective and support. 

Distinguishes organisation from others for support of movement building. Comments 

on diversity of Board, meeting fascinating women. Discusses focus now, reflecting on 

change in political and social climate compared to 2011 and 2012, power now 

relocated, human rights and women’s rights no longer a priority. Important to now 

document and capture what occurred, recording experiences to preserve history, drive 

story from HE’s perspective, perspective of Revolution v perspective of counter-

revolution. Remarks that “Memory is political”. Current programme working across 

generations, with focus on young women, and “newcomers to politics”, people who 

were inspired to become involved in public life after 2011. 

 

 

Track 7 [08:41] [Session continued]  

 

Gives background of academic career. Graduation from Department of English and 

Comparative Literature at Cairo University, Egypt. Mentions mother’s graduate of 

same Department, fantastic library at home, HE reading all her books before joining. 

Original wish to study Law but father Professor in Faculty of Law, HE not wanting to 

be in his “shadow”. Describes writing thesis on Virginia Woolf leading to exploration 

of identity and wanting to do something relevant to own life. Interest in Arab history, 

Arab women’s writings, gradually disengaging from English Literature to focus 

entirely on Arab Literature. Describes attraction of professorship in Contemporary 

World Arab Studies accepted at Manchester University, UK, research and activism 

finally coming together, HE identifying as academic activist, research always 

supporting women’s movement. Applies also to archive work and oral history. 

Describes interest in transforming specialised research into material for wider 

dissemination. Describes passion for illustrated books, currently producing third. 

Mentions WMF bestseller introducing Women’s Studies. All on Arab history, in 

Arabic. Remarks that books humorous unlike introductory books on Feminism in 

English. Second book, Significant Moments in Egyptian Women’s History, third, 

Women Create and Struggle published next month, a history of women creating civil 

society institutions, for younger generations to understand interesting battles behind 

rights taken for granted. [07:10] Describes difficulty of finding well-known illustrator 

whose work was not anti-women, two year search for gender-sensitive cartoons, 

finally assigning work to two talented students in Department. Comments that things 

different today with good female cartoonists and illustrators, compared to 20 years 

ago.  

 


